
U3A Newsletter
Dec 2020 & Jan 2021

All of us on the U3A committee would like to wish our members a very

Happy Christmas and aWonderful New Year.
Certainly a new year that see’s the end to this horrible virus, a gradual return
to normality and the full restoration of all our activities, especially those of a
social nature. In this respect the following is a special message from our
social secretary ‘Alan Tite’.
Hi Everybody,,I joined the committee in July of this year as Social Secretary and up to now it
may seem to many of you I have not been very active or very social. I have some new ideas I
intend to introduce to U3A however, Covid-19 has made life very awkward and with the
restrictions applied, being social has become somewhat difficult. I would like to say thank you
to the Group Leaders for continuing their activities where possible. I do not intend to take over
the organising of some of our social events like Brunch Bunch, which I feel is successful due
to Pat Beaver, I intend to join them for Brunch soon, instead I intend to pursue new features. It
is a shame we have had to cancel the Christmas Party at the Sun Hotel, many of the clubs/
organisations I am involved with have also canceled their parties. Some ideas have been put
forward to hold a basic lunch time function at Rest-O-Lake, but my view has been to wait until
the new year before planning lunch or dinner type activities. My reason for this line of thinking,
most of our members are retired and in the age group being most vulnerable to Covid-19, plus
the restrictions in place and the unknown changes to these restrictions make forward planning
very difficult. We humans are gregarious by nature, we like to meet, greet, touch and be close
to each other, this part of our daily life has been turned upside down, we have all lost
something very important to us. We never thought we would lose ~ our Freedom.
Disappointing I know, but I think we should put on hold any new "meeting" activities until the
new year, but continue any functions we already enjoy including all the regular Group Leader
activities. So my intention within U3A is to introduce where possible, new concepts, new ways
of enjoying different ideas and enjoying each other, getting you to run/organise such
opportunities ensuring member participation. ---Alan H Tite

Subscription Payments - In response to the many members who have expressed a
desire to pay their annual dues by internet banking, we are pleased to announce that,
we have finally set in place the facility to do so. For those familiar with internet banking,
the procedure to transfer payment to our ‘Bank of Cyprus’ account is straight forward,
that is whatever Cypriot Bank you currently use. However, we will be preparing a set of
easy to follow instructions to assist those who wish to pay by ‘I. Bank’ but are unsure of
the steps needed to do so.
Actually, Internet Banking helps us too; With our membership nearing 200 the
rationalisation of our payment methods will greatly assist our club secretary in providing
an easier means for tracking payments and membership status. Of course for those
members who wish to retain their current payment method there is no change.
Also related please see the IMPORTANT COMMITTEE NOTE on page 7
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Current Committee
Position Name Phone Email

Chairperson Carol Anderson
Vice Chairperson

Group Coordinator
Geoff Penn

Treasurer David Barraclough

Secretary Barry Bicknell

Social Secretary Alan Tite

Committee Member Jacky Durrant

Days When Groups Normaly Meet
Morning Afternoon Evening

Monday Beginners Bridge

Music From 70s

Scrabble

Pilates

Tuesday Painting

Brunch Bumch

Computer Skills

French Conversation Bridge

Ancient Civ

Wednesday Pilates

Astronomy

U3A Quiz
Yoga

Thursday Exploring Cyprus West End and
Broadway Shows

Friday Book Group

Drop In Centre

Patchwork and Quilting

Genealogy

No Set Day Charity Events

Health & Well Being

Greek Conversation
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ASTRONOMY & COSMOLOGY Carol Anderson
For the month of December, Astronomy will remain on hold unless the government
comes out with measures that make meeting in groups of more than 12 possible.

I am hopeful that come the first of the year that we will be able to again meet and
continue our journey to the Moon, Mars and Beyond. Every week there is something
new, some country is making more advances, Elon Musk and his Falcon 9 just
completed 100 trips this year to deploy a series of satellites into orbit. Each week a
new adventure awaits us, so let us hope that we can join the excitement. For January,
we will see and I will ask Geoff to put out a stop press if things are looking rosy.

Bridge is continuing on the Internet until further notice. Errikos arranges games
on BBO (Bridge Base Online) Mondays at 4pm,Tuesdays at 2.15 and Thursdays
at 10 am. Contact Errokos as above for further details

BRIDGE Errikos Leonidou ;

Bridge lessons for beginners will continue in December in a safe environment
(cards and boards cleaned, held outdoors, social spacing) on the 7th and 21st of
December at my house, at 10:15. A quick look back at the various techniques we
have been shown moving forward to competitive bidding.

BRIDGE FOR BEGINNERS Carol Anderson
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The next meeting will be held on Friday 4th December at 10.30 at The Restolake,hopefully restrictions
will have changed to allow us more than 6 to a table.

We will be reviewing Sweet Caress by William Boyd chosen by Janet over a
year ago so worth the wait,"a brilliant tale of a life well lived".

The first meeting of 2021 will be held on the 2nd Friday of the month January
8th when we revisit a novel based on the life story of Hedy Lamarr as the Only
Woman in the Room by Marie Benedict.

"She was beautiful,she was a genius,Could the World handle her? Chosen by
Cynthia,this is a fasinating read.

As always anyone interested in joining us will be very welcome.

BOOK GROUP Margaret Gross

THE BRUNCH BUNCH (REGULAR MEETING PLACE) PAT BEAVER
Come and fly the ‘Brunch Bunch’ flag, with us at our Tuesday January 26th
breakfast get together 2 toast with butter and jam, orange juice, 2 eggs and
bacon, sausage, baked beans, tomato and mushroom for 5 euros! at ‘The
Meeting Pub’ (Next door to the ‘Tuck Inn’ Near the Fort in Finikoudes).

Besides the great value for money breakfast it is a nice social morning enjoying
the company of U3A members, but please bring along a friend.
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EXPLORING CYPRUS
As you know, in view of the increasing number of COVID cases and the ongoing restrictions about meeting
other people I have decided not to hold face to face meeting for this group for the time being. In November I
set a 40 question quiz about Cyprus, with a view to increasing our knowledge about our adopted home.
Hence I encouraged you to use the internet if you didn’t know the answers. If you would like a copy of the
quiz but have not yet requested one please email me. You do not need to submit your answers but, next
week, I will send the answers to those who have had the quiz.

For December, January and February I am suggesting some content from You Tube and the internet. The
suggestions continue our exploration of Cyprus by adopting topics of current relevance. Firstly, there are some
links to information about more places to explore in Cyprus. Then, there are links to information about two
further topics of relevance in Cyprus - “The Cyprus Symphony Orchestra” and “Migrants and Refugees in
Cyprus”.

More places to visit in Cyprus – suggested You tube and internet content
“13 things you need to do in Cyprus” – takes a visual view of some of the main sights. There are some notable
omissions, for example the Paphos archaeological park but I suppose they could not cover everything, and it
is based on tourists here for a short stay. Interesting visuals though.
“Lysos village” – I spent three days there earlier in November as part of the domestic tourism initiative – super
hotel just outside the village. This area is in the hills near Paphos Forest and is well worth a visit.
See visitcyprus.com/index.php/en/discovercyprus/villages/item/476-lysos-village.
Steni village – near Lysos. www.steni.org.cy
Peristerona – also near Lysos, “Spice House Foodies” on Facebook is an unusual spice shop..
Stavros tis Psokas, the home of the Cyprus mouflon – In this same general area.
https://www.cyprusalive.com/en/location/stavros-tis-psokas

The Cyprus Symphony Orchestra – suggested You Tube and internet clips and articles.
Some of you will have attended concerts by the CYSO, especially during the period when they had more
concerts in Larnaca. They also have a whole series of concerts which were recorded, and which are hosted
on You Tube. The following are my suggestions for learning more about the orchestra and listening to some of
their performances but there are plenty of others:
“About the Cyprus Symphony Orchestra” - https://www.cyso.org.cy/?page_id=2264
“Capriccio Brilliant in B minor opus 22 Mendelssohn (a piece from the CYSO Cyprus Piano gala in March) on
You Tube
Schuman’s second Symphony, conducted by Bachmann – CYSO channel or search on You Tube

Migrants and refugees in Cyprus – this is a controversial topic but one worthy of greater understanding,
whatever your viewpoint, especially as most of us have migrated here. Interestingly all of these video clips and
interviews focus on non-European and non-Russian migrants. Here are a few You tube clips of relevance
though I do not think they show a particularly balanced view of the topic. Perhaps this is one for further
exploration later when we can invite a speaker from an organisation working with refugees.
“The many faces of migrants in Cyprus” – produced 11 months ago
“Cyprus struggling with influx of refugees” – produced 10 months ago
“Migrants turn to Cyprus as EU tightens borders” – produced 1 year ago
“Desperate Lebanese migrants sent back” – produced 2 months ago
“Do migrants feel safe in old Nicosia” – produced four months ago.
Internet articles – “Murder, media frenzy and poor refugee integration in Cyprus” www.thenewhumanitarian.org
September 2020

With all good wishes for the festive season. I hope you find some of the above worthy of exploration during the
coming months as we continue to battle the pandemic.

GENEALOGY & British Social History GEOFF PENN
At our November meeting we bid a fond fairwell to Doug our current leader and
wished him well for his and Helen’s return to the UK. Our attention focused on
how this group should function for future meetings, it was agreed that we should
add another ‘spoke to our wheel’ by integrating British Social History into the
format. This really is nothing new and a pathway our Genealogy sessions have
often followed. but one which we have never advertised to the membership.
Hopefully this content expansion will attract additional members to join us and if

you are interested contact me as above. The next meeting will be Friday 29th January at Restolake at
3pm.



The first meeting of our new discussion group is planned for Tuesday 8
December at my flat starting at 10.30 to approx 12pm. I propose tthat the first
subject for discussion would be :- “Do people these days feel a sense of
privilege” Subjects for discussion are always welcome and we could try picking
a topic to discuss at the next meeting, before the end of session. It’s very much
up to the participants.

DISCUSSION GROUP Gll Line ;

Please contact me as above If you are interested in joinining in with the discussions, I will, of course,
need email or phone confirmation of attendance so we fit in with any current lockdown rules.

Conditions permitting, French Conversation will meet on 8 and 22 December
and 5 and19 January. For the winter we now meet at 2:30 p.m. Contact
Cynthia for venues. This friendly group assembles in members' homes for tea
or coffee to chat in French. There are no “lessons”, we just want to practice our
conversation and all you need is to be able to carry on a basic conversation.
Our members range from near-native to not-so-good speakers. Come and join

us if you would like to maintain or brush up your French

FRENCH CONVERSATION Cynthia Dawson ;

IMPROVE YOUR GREEK Vathoula Klumbies
A group for participants who have sufficient knowledge to converse, but who also wish to deal

with grammar and other aspects required in language practice. As I frequently
travel between Cyprus and Germany we sometimes conduct our sessions by Skype
which is lots of fun and very productive. However, I’m currently back in Cyprus
resuming our ‘ face to face’ Greek sessions. Please contact me as above for further
details.

We will review the possibility of again resuming this most enjoyable of activities in January 2021 and
will post a stop press notice accordingly

LUNCH & DINNER CLUB Alan Tite Social Secretary

PAINTING GROUP Margaret King
If you like painting contact Margaret as above to find out about where we
currently are meeting. Everyone is welcome to come along especially new
participants including complete beginners. It is a small friendly group meeting
every Tuesday. Generally it is for those who want to spend time painting rather
than as a class with structured tuition.
So if you enjoy painting and need some encouragement to “get those brushes out
and do some painting” and at the same time enjoy the company of others
with similar interests then please come along.

PATCHWORK & QUILTING LYNNE MOSES
The pandemic has been trying for everyone and numbers at the monthly
patchwork meetings have been very low. Having spoken with members, the group
will continue in the new year, when hopefully the outlook will be better for
everyone. Therefore the next meetings will be on Friday 15th January 2021, at
Restolake from 2.00p.m. I look forward to welcoming many members back to a
productive and instructive new year.
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SCRABBLE Tricia COOPER
The scrabble group is still meeting on Monday afternoons.
Unfortunately now our group is sadly depleted due to member's ill
health and demise. We would welcome new members. Please email
Tricia Cooper to get details of where we are meeting each week. If
you are on Facebook and want to try the game out go to Scrabble
Go, a few of us also play this against each other. You might even
become addicted as some of us are!!

SOUNDS, LIKE THE SEVENTIES Geoff Penn
At our November meeting we concentrated on what could be described as the the middle period of the
music of Pink Floyd. Starting up as a Psychedelic band under the leadership of Syd Barrett they
performed long complex material composed by Barrett influenced by the use of Hallucinogenic drugs.
But such heavy drug usage paid a heavy toll on Barrett who was unable to continue performing. Thus
Barrett was replaced by guitarist David Gillmore and the band, this time under the leadership of Roger
Walters entered a more structured progressive rock stylisation recording three magnificent albums
excerpts from each were processed to our meeting CD. We also had time to sneak in a quick peek of
their psychedelic period on DVD.

PINK
FLOYD
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With a heavy heart, following the announcement of the latest Government restrictions, we have
decided to postpone the quiz for the time being. Even though ‘Restolake’ allows a certain degree of
social distancing, the space we use has entered winter mode and is now ‘enclosed in’ by plastic
blinds. We will review the situation at the end of the year

U3A MONTHLY FUN QUIZ GEOFF & JAN PENN

U3AWALKING GROUP Steve Hart
Our Sunday morning walking group are now back in action tramping the hills
and dales in and around the Oroklini / Larnaca area. All of the walks are pre-
planned and scheduled to last around two hours duration. You are most
welcome to bring along your dog to enjoy the walk.. When legislation
permits the group have lunch at a local restaurant.

WEST END & BROADWAY SHOWS JUDITH MANSELL
Having now screened her entire library of Gilbert & Sullivan videos Judith is ready to embark on her
next venture being the musicals of the “West End and Broadway”

Such delcious temptations though must wait until the Autumn in the meantime, please drop her an
email so that she can judge the level of interest for this delightfal venture.
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AN IMPORTANT MESSAGE FROM THE COMMITTEE
To all U3A Members,
In the interest of transparency, the U3A Management Committee would like to inform
you that we have enacted two modifications to the running of our Club. On the 17th
November the Management Committee unanimously agreed to modify the date of the
Financial Year, changing it to start from the 1st January to 31st December. This is in
keeping with the normal accounting practices here in Cyprus and will have absolutely
no effect on Members. The Management Committee also voted a 2-Euro increase in
the registration fee, to 12 Euros for NEW members, effective January 2021. This
increase is not retroactive and obviously will not affect current members. For new
entrants, the 12 Euro registration fee includes the first year subscription fee of 10 Euros
and as such modest charge for registration costs."
We are cognisant of the disappointment of U3AMembers due to the slowdown of many
of the normal U3A activities, but alas we have no magic wand to reverse the situation.
We are, however, cautiously optimistic that the current situation will improve in the
coming months and that the U3A and its members will come back more vigorous and
enthused than ever. In the meantime, please adhere to the three S’s - stay safe, stay
strong and stay sane.
U3A Management Committee


